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Abstract

The reported combined excess of about 4σ, by BABAR, Belle and LHCb, in the measurements of
R(D(∗)) and Br(B→ τντ ) than expected from the standard model constitute the most significant discrepancy
from the standard model in collider experiments thus far(apart from the non zero neutrino masses). In this
work we analyze the phenomenological implications for these decay modes in a Flipped/Lepton-Specific
two-Higg-doublet model with anomalously enhanced chargedHiggs coupling toτ /b. When experimental
and theoretical errors are added in quadrature, we concludethat this extension of the standard model can
give results in agreement within 1σ of the experimental values for the combination of R(D(∗)) and Br(B
→ τντ ) data.1

Introduction

It has been reported first by Babar[2] and Belle[3], a possible hint of lepton flavor universality violating NP

in R(D(∗)) = Br(B→D(∗)τν)

Br(B→D(∗)lν)
. And recently LHCb[4] has also measured a deviation inR(D∗) from SM. The

combined(Babar,Belle and LHCb) results gives[5]

R(D)EXP = 0.388 ± 0.047

R(D∗)EXP = 0.321 ± 0.021
(1)

Comparing these measurement with the SM predictions[6]

R(D)SM = 0.297 ± 0.017

R(D∗)SM = 0.252 ± 0.003
(2)

there is a deviation of 1.8σ for the R(D) and 3.3σ for theR(D∗) and the combination corresponds close to a
3.8σ deviation from SM prediction. It is further supported by measurement of Br(B → τν) by Babar[7] and
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Belle[8] and gives(from PDG average):

BrEXP (B → τν) = (1.14 ± 0.27) × 10−4 (3)

which is 1.3σ above the SM prediction[9]. Now if we add the errors inR(D∗) andB(B → τν) in quadrature
then the three data combined deviates from SM by about 4σ. In this analysis we examine Higgs mediated
flavor universality violation in a Flipped or Lepto-Specific2HDM with anomalous charged Higgs coupling to
τ lepton or b quark respectively. This work is base on the materials contianed in the reference [1].

Why simple 2HDM cann’t explain it?

The effect of Physics beyond the SM in Taunic B decays has beenstudied extensively, particular in the context
of Type-II 2HDM but Babar[2] has ruled out Type-II 2HDM at 99.8 percent confidence level from the fits to the
R(D(∗)) data for any values oftan β

M±
. How ever Belle’s measurements shows some comparability with Type-II

2HDM at abouttanβ
M±

= 0.5GeV −1 but if we include theB → τντ data also then it turn out contribution from

such a largetan β
M±

actually pushes theB → τντ well over 5σ from the PDG world average. This is mainly due
to the fact that since Type-I and Type-II 2HDMs interfere destructively with SM, in these type of 2HDMs only
a large contribution from purely charged Higgs can have positive contribution from these models, but a large
contribution from purely charged Higgs part that gives a moderate push to theR(D(∗)) pushes theB → τντ
beyond 5σ from the world average very fast. So only a 2HDM with constructive interference with SM like
Flipped or Lepton specific 2HDM may be able to fit all three of the B-physics dataR(D(∗)) andB → τντ . But
Flipped or Lepton specific 2HDM in itself does not fit because in these models thetan β dependence between
mb andmτ in the interference between SM and charged Higgs cancels outand so there is no corresponding
increase in contribution from interference part astan β increases. To fit all three of the data we need to modify
these models so that there is some extra enhancement in interference part.

Modifying the Yukawa sector of Flipped/Lepto-Specific 2HDM.

In general 2HDM the Yukawa lagrangian is given as [10]:

L2HDM
Y ukawa = −

∑

f=u,d,l

mf

V0
(ξfh f̄fh+ ξ

f
H f̄fH − iξ

f
Af̄γ5fA)

−[

√
2Vud

V0
ū(muξ

u
APL +mdξ

d
APR)dH

+ +

√
2ξlAmτ

V0
ν̄LlRH

+ +H.c]

(4)

As mentioned in the previuos section, the interference fromjust Lepton specific or Flipped 2HDM turn out to
be too small to fit the three data simultaneously since thetan β dependence betweenmb andmτ cancels out in
these models although they gives constructive interference with SM unlike Type-I and Type-II 2HDM. Some
additional factor has to be introduce into these models so that it can fit the three data. One simplest and straight
forward way to achieve this enhancement is if we require thatτ lepton is screened from interacting with the full
strength to the Higgs VEVv2 and to all the neutral excitations from Higgs vacuum like thescalars h,H0 and
the pseudo-scalarA0 in Flipped 2HDM. Since the Yukawa sector of theτ lepton breaks theSUL(2) symmetry
the theory is not renormalizable in itself, so it has to be embed inside a larger model in which Flipped 2HDM
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comes out as a 400GeV-Few TeV scale effective theory. The details of how such an anomalous interaction can
be embed inside a larger model is out side the scope of the present work and will be assigned to a future work.
Here we focus on the phenomenological consequences of such ascreening on observed B decay anomalies.
Now sinceτ lepton is screened from seeing the full depth ofv2, its Yukawa coupling must increase so that its
mass which is proportional toYY ukawa × v2

η
now is the same as the observe massmτ , which will effectively

enhance the Yukawa coupling ofτ lepton to the charged Higgs by a factor ofη while Yukawa coupling ofτ to
h,H0 andA0 remains same as in usual Flipped 2HDM as theη factors in the neutral scalar Yukawa interaction
cancels out with that of theη factor coming from reduced higgs vacuumV0. For same analysis carried out in
the Lepton Specific 2HDM, see the comments at the end. Then theξ

f
A factors in the charged Higgs interactions

in this anomalous Flipped 2HDM with the screening factorη is given by:

ξuA = cot β, ξdA = tan β, ξe,µA = − cot β, ξτA = −η cot β. (5)

Finally the charged Higgs lagrangian contributing tob → clν in this model can be written in the most general
form using Yukawa couplings derived fromξfAs will be given as:

LY ukawa
H± = −[Vcbc̄(gs + gpγ5)bH

+ − ν̄l(f
l
s + f l

pγ5)lH
+ +H.C] (6)

where

gs =
(mb tan β+mc cot β)√

2V0
, gp = (mb tanβ−mc cot β)√

2V0
,

and

f
e,µ
s = f

e,µ
p =

me,µ cot β√
2V0

andf τ
s = f τ

p = mτ cot β√
2V0

η.

Note the relative negative sign between the hadronic current and leptonic current which will ensure con-
structive interference between SM and charged Higgs contributions. In this model, SM and charged Higgs
interfere constructive unlike Type-I and Type-II 2HDM models where they interfere destructively. In this mod-
ified Flipped 2HDM, the charged Higgs coupling toτ is enhanced by a factor ofη than that of a simple Flipped
2HDM.

Results

Although theη is an independent parameter but if we require thatη = tan2 β, then it leads to very simple
interpretation of the results. If we requireη = tan2 β, then the Yukawa interactions in the hadronic sector of
our model has the same form as in the Type-II 2HDM but interaction in the leptonic sector of our model has
the same form as in Flipped 2HDM except theτ lepton coupling to the charged Higgs, which has same form
as in Type-II 2HDM but with opposite sign. Now there are only two parameters to fit i.etan β andM±, and a
χ2 analysis with theR(D(∗)) andBr( B− → τ− ντ ) as data points to find the best fits for the parameterstan β
andM± givesχ2

min = 10.95 for M± > 400 GeV. ThisM± > 400 GeV constrain is fromB → Xsγ and for
an estimate on the lower bound ofM± from B → Xsγ is given in [11]. We have tabulated for three different
values of the parameters that fits at same accuracy in the table below:
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S.no tan β M± GeV R(D)Th R(D∗)Th BrTh(B → τν)

1 39.98 400 0.348 0.255 1.29×10−4

2 69.97 700 0.348 0.255 1.29×10−4

3 99.95 1000 0.348 0.255 1.29×10−4

Table 1: χ2
min

= 10.95 and we have restricted thetanβ in the range of100 > tanβ > 1.

As the data in the table above and combine errors from experiments given in Eqs(1) and Eqs(3) shows, in
the range 1 Tev≥ M± ≥ 400 GeV and100 > tan β > 1, we have:

R(D)Th = 0.348 ± 0.16 (7)

R(D∗)Th = 0.255 ± 0.07 (8)

and

BrTh(B → τν) = (1.29 ± 0.89) × 10−4 (9)

compared to the combined[Babar,Belle,LHCb][5] experimental values:

R(D)EXP = 0.388 ± 0.047 (10)

R(D∗)EXP = 0.321 ± 0.021 (11)

and

BrEXP (B → τν) = (1.14 ± 0.27) × 10−4 (12)

Conclusions

Babar, Belle and recently LHCb has reported an excess in the measurements ofR(D∗), R(D) andBr(B →
τντ ) than expected from SM, a possible signature of lepton flavor universality violating NP. In this work
we have analyzed the implications for these decay modes in a Flipped 2HDM with enhanced Yukawa cou-
pling of H± to τ lepton. By adding theoretical and experimental errors in quadrature from Eqs(7,8,9) and
Eqs(10,11,12), we conclude that our phenomenological model can give results in agreement within 1σ devia-
tion for the combination ofR(D(∗)) andBr(B → τντ ) compare to about 4σ deviation from SM from the latest
combined[Babar,Belle,LHCb] experimental data for these observables.
The same results can be achieved if b quark replaces theτ lepton in a Lepton Specific 2HDM. In that case
Yukawa coupling of the leptonic sector will be same as Type-II 2HDM and Yukawa coupling of the quark
sector will be same as Lepton Specific 2HDM[10] except the b quark which will have the effective Yukawa
coupling same as in Type-II with opposite sign and in that case, charged Higgs mass may be allowed to be
lower than 400 GeV and for a recent work on muon g-2 in Lepton Specific 2HDM and related bounds see [12].
From the form of the Yukawa couplings it is expected that if werequireη = −1 for the b quark orτ lepton
in the 2HDM-II, then also it will fit the three datas at about same acuracy as above model of Flipped/Lepton-
Specific 2HDM. This is interesting in a sense that it will be like 2HDM-II but with a wrong sign in either b
quark orτ lepton Yukawa coupling, an anomalous SUSY.
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